3D Localized Trions in Monolayer WSe2 in a Charge Tunable van der Waals Heterostructure.
Monolayer transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDCs) have recently emerged as a host material for localized optically active quantum emitters that generate single photons. (1-5) Here, we investigate fully localized excitons and trions from such TMDC quantum emitters embedded in a van der Waals heterostructure. We use direct electrostatic doping through the vertical heterostructure device assembly to generate quantum confined trions. Distinct spectral jumps as a function of applied voltage bias, and excitation power-dependent charging, demonstrate the observation of the two different excitonic complexes. We also observe a reduction of the intervalley electron-hole exchange interaction in the confined trion due to the addition of an extra electron, which is manifested by a decrease in its fine structure splitting. We further confirm this decrease of exchange interaction for the case of the charged states by a comparative study of the circular polarization resolved photoluminescence from individual excitonic states. The valley polarization selection rules inherited by the localized trions will provide a pathway toward realizing a localized spin-valley-photon interface.